
SDC-4th/5th/6th(Mild/Moderate) Asynchronous Activities During District Internet Outage 

September 21, 2020 
 

 

Subject 240 minutes 

ELA/ELD Using your free read book from yesterday, continue reading for 30 minutes.  

 

Then complete the activity below. 

 Visualizing is the movie you make in your mind or the picture you see when you read a story.  

Making pictures in your mind of what the author is writing about helps you understand the story better.  

*Your Task: On a piece of paper, draw a part from the story that you visualized.  

Why did you choose that part of the story? Describe some good word choices or sentences the author used to help 

you visualize the scene from the story.  

Sentence Stems: • I'm picturing... • I can imagine... • When the author wrote...it made me visualize... • My mental 

image changed when... 

 

 
 

Math *Solve the following multiplication problems using a multiplication strategy/model of your choice. Some 

strategy/models to think about and use may include: open number line (skip counting), area model, tile array, ratio 

table, loops and groups, double, double double, double double double, repeated addition. 



4 x 9 = 

8 X 9 = 

8 x 8 = 

7x 8 = 

3 x 4 = 

 

-60 minutes 

Social 

Studies 

*? Rescue workers help people when there are emergencies. Look at the picture and think about how the government 

helps citizens solve problems.  

Can you think of a time that you or your family had help from the government?  

Where did it happen? When did it happen? Who did it happen to? What happened? Talk about it with a parent or 

sibling  

 

Science 
Help or observe your mom or dad cook dinner. Make a list of ingredients that were used. Classify it into groups by : 

Vegetables, grains, milk products and other. 

-30 minutes 

PE PE *Start off with the following stretches: -10 shoulders rolls forward -10 shoulder rolls backwards -Stand shoulder 

width apart and touch your toes. Make sure your knees are not locked. Do this for a count of 10. -Raise your hands 

up and pretend you are trying to reach the sky. Then inhale and exhale. This should feel good! :) -Run in place for 

two minutes or run outside if you are allowed to by your parent/guardian. -Choose an activity to do such as playing 

basketball, catch, jumping rope, or any other physical activity you enjoy doing at home. *Jumping jacks, squats and 

push-ups are always fun! -30 minutes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Art:   

Crazy Hair Day! 1. Draw a picture of yourself with a crazy hair style!  

2. Draw everyone at your house and give everyone a different hair style  

3. Use patterns, shapes, and color to make them each different and wild!  

4. Draw your head and then add hair. 

    


